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GO MAD TONIGHT
TAU GAMMA »
CRAZY DANCE
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T00M- Name Band Lined Up For Mardi Gras Date;
STONES Dickey Reports Life Magazine May Cover;
New Faculty Musicians Perform Tuesday
By

JACK TOOMAY

NOTWITHSTANDING the re
turn of winter season early this
week, acquaintances of Mr. Rey
nolds continue to put up their
shutters to welcome the coming
of Spring. According to Reynolds,
original-thinking teacher in the
art department, this sort of activ
ity is a ghastly blasphemy on Art.
In fact, Reynolds holds, these
pretty shutters that are taken
down in California in the winter
used to be used (somehow) to
help secure houses during storms.
Needless to say, the Art class
(all faithful Californians) has
never heard of such a thing and
refuses outright to believe any
part of the story.

AT 8:15 P.M.—

LIFE MAY SNAP MARDI GRAS—

~ ~
SPRING PSA BUDGET-

Faculty Recital EX-COMM RECEIVES Eddy Fitzpatrick's Band
ACTIVITY REPORT Signed to Play at ForthNext Tuesday
Major items of interest discussed at this week's
meeting of the Executive Committee were the Coming Mardi Gras
In Conservatory plans
for Mardi Gras and submission and approval

One of the outstanding musical
events of the semester will be
presented in the Conservatory
Tuesday, March 11, when four
members of the faculty will pre
sent a faculty recital.

OF COURSE, the Quonset Huts'
contribution to the Dance Carni
val achieved the biggest sensa
tion of the evening. Replete with
a tableful of lush decoys, the
big drawing had an accompani(Continued on Dage 7)

of the Spring PSA Budget.
Plans for the best in entertainment are nearly
complete in the coming Mardi Gras, Don Dickey,
general chairman, has reported that Life Maga
zine may be on hand to cover the big event. An
other 'maycome' is Janet Leigh,"
who will present the queen candi
dates during the Thursday assem
bly preceding Mardi Gras.
On Friday 18, floats, the theme
of which is yet to be revealed,
will parade the streets heralding
the big dance. A loving cup will
be presented for the best float.
Those wishing guest cards for the
(Continued on page 2)

DAREN, PATTY

DEBATE WINNERS—

Assembly Thurs.
By Junior Class

SJC-COP TEAM
BRINGS BACON
HOME AGAIN

Guaranteed to thrill and chill,
the Junior class of the College of
the Pacific has arranged a funfor-all assembly to be given
Thursday, March 13, during the
regular 10:45 period.
The "Truth or Consequences"
assembly will feature talent from
the Junior class, an orchestra, and
clever audience participation acts
with valuable prizes being given
to winning contestants.
It is rumored that a few faculty
members, of the fairer sex, will
be featured in a beauty contest.
Byron Meyer is chairman of
the program. The planning com
mittee consists of Daren McGavren, Patty Lou Peters, Julio Harris, Bill Tobiasson, and George
Tomajan.

JOHN T. MOORE
Two of the newer faculty mem
bers will display their talents
along with two of the well known
musicians. John T. Moore, pian
ist, has built up a name for him
self in the musical world in the
short time he has been in Stock;
ton. Ed Shadbolt has been heard
in numerous programs both at
the Conservatory and in town.
With his marvelous control at the
keyboard he never fails to hold
the complete attention of his
audience
Mrs. Alix Brown along with
(Continued on page 2)

TWO FIVE WEEK TERMS STARTING JUNE 24—

As the music begins and couples begin to dance,
weaving a weird design of assorted costumes, this
year's Mardi Gras Ball will get off to a terrific
start with music being presented by Eddy Fitzpatrick and his orchestra.
• Fitzpatrick and his organiza
tion have just finished an ex
tended engagement at the St.
Frances Hotel in San Francisco.
The orchestra recently played for
a big dance at Stanford University.
The engagement of Eddy Fitzpatrick's orchestra was done in
accordance with the wishes of
the students to have a name band
but not a big name band. Larry
Mason contacted many bands be
fore it was decided to have Fitz
patrick.
LIFE CONTACTED

Don Dickey, chairman of the
Madri Gras, contacted the San
Francisco branch office of Life
Magazine with the idea of their
covering the big dance this year.
It is fairly definite, according to
Don, that the Life photographer
DON DICKEY, Chairman of the will be here.

SJC and COP debaters returned
this week from the Western Asso
ciation Tournament held at Linfield College in McMinnville, Ore
gon, last Thursday, Friday and
Mardi Gras (Committee, who is
Saturday.
hard
at work on plans for this
Marvin McDow and Ed Morri
son, SJC debate team, won the year's celebration.
•championship in the Lower Divi
sion Debate, going nine rounds
CLASS RINGS
undefeated. McDow also won
Senior class president Tom
first place in after-dinner speak
Clark has announced that he
ing.
John Baird and Manuel Fur- is now taking orders for Sen
ior rings. They may be pur
tado, COP debate squad, did not
place although they finished in chased with a $10 deposit and
a four-way tie for first place in will be delivered before the
Senior Men's debating at the present semester ends. Presi
Southern California Association dent Clark may be contacted
Tournament in Pasadena recent at room 109, North Hall.
ly-

THEME

The theme of this year's Mardi
(Continued on page 2)

TEICHEIRA SAYS—

WSSF Carnival
Clears Profit
From all reports the Carnival
Dance of March 1, benefiting the
W. S. S. F. was a huge success.
A1 Teicheira, manager, revealed
the W.S.S.F. netted $450 clear on
this project.

CARNIVAL THEME

The theme of the dance, of
course, was carnival. Big signs,
pink elephants, and a tiger were
set up with a 30 foot cardboard
of Tully C. Knoles as ringmaster
nnnnnir iirnnif
Hia
Qtoto 'Park
in 1948,
1Q4fi. will
bia State
Park- in
will hp
be
SPEECH
WORK
near the stage.
A Speech Correction Center, made.
Twenty-three booths sponsored
by the various living groups were
combining course work with ac CLINICAL PROGRAM
A new program in Clinical psy- >|lp
xui the
uic benefit.
uaicui.
the caning
calling carus
cards for
tual experience in the treatment
chology and experiences in hu- Booth themes were anything from
of all types of speech defects, man adjustment,
nJLir.trwnnt in
in cooperation
nnrtTUiPa t!/"»«
_
i rt\
(Continued
on page 2)
will be directed by Dr. McCall. with the Stockton State Hospital,
A forty-three day educational and will be available. The project
New Rally Head
industrial tour will be conducted will give ten weeks clinical ex
perience
through
an
eight
hour
Doris Blum has been ap
throughout the United States by
pointed new Rally Committee
Professor J. H. Jonte. A Radio evening or night work shift at
the hospital with participants re Chairman. She will succeed
workshop, featuring the new
ceiving regular salary as attend
Bob Nichols who was the for
Quonset radio building and nonmer Rally Chairman.
commercial, educational FM ants.

TANTZEN: SUMMER SESSION SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED
Two five-week summer ses
sions, beginning June 24 through
July 25; and July 28 through
August 29th, were announced by
I. Marc Jantzen, Ph.D., Dean of
the Summer Sessions.
This
twenty-second session in the Colege's history will show an eighty
percent increase in courses offer
ed and students who have some
iefinite objective in mind are in•dted to enroll in these summer
session classes either as auditors
)r as active class participants.

BOURSES VARIED

A program for Community
-eaders will be offered by Dr.
^indhorst, Director of Christian
Community Administration. Pa:ific's Mafine Station at Dillon
leach wll offer a first-hand opiprtunity to study a wide variety

...

,

..

-• • _ , •

of Marine life under the direction
of Dr. Alden E. Noble, Professor
of Zoology.

MUSIC CAMP EXPANDED
David Lawson announces ex
pansion in the second season of
Pacific Music Camp with worldfamous conductors to direct the
camp activities and present week
ly public performances. Of spe
cial interest to music educators
will be courses offered by Peter
W. Dykema, Professor Emeritus
of Teachers' College Columbia
University, and an outstanding
authority on music education
problems. A special course in ad
vanced Band Orchestra, and
Choral problems with famous
guest conductors' discussions will
be another musical highlight.

broadcast station will be directed
by John Crabbe. Pacific Summer
Theatre, directed by Anthony
Reid, will play throughout the
second session, and plans to estab
lish the first Columbia Theatre
Summer Company, opening the
Mother Lode Playhouse at Colum

BULLETIN AVAILABLE

A wide variety of courses will
be open to Junior College stud
ents. Complete information will
be available in the College of the
Pacific Bulletin which will be dis
tributed next week at the Regis
trar's Office or Room 105,

Bob is taking post graduate
work in dramatics in London
since his graduation from COP
in January.
Doris is active in Little The
atre productions and assisted
Nichols in rally work.
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"The Barretts of Wimpole Street" Pierre Monteux; S.F.
Symphony Orchestra
To be Presented by Theatre
Appears Here Tonite
By LES ABBOTT

The San Francisco Symphony
When the Pacific Little Theatre production of "The Barretts of Orchestra, one of the greatest
Wimpole Street" is viewed by play-goers on one of the four nights
musical organizations in the en
of production, March 14, 15, 21, and 22, they will particularly
notice the acting talents of Bob English. Playing the role of Edward tire world, will appear this eve
Moulton Barrett in the celebrated Rudolf Besier play, Bob is re ning at 8:30 in the Stockton High
membered for his many fine pre-war performances, with the Pacific School Auditorium. Conductor of
Little Theatre.
the famed group will be Pierre
The part of Edward Moulton*—
Monteux, famous musical direc
Barrett, played by Sir Cedric
tor and conductor.
Hardwicke in London and by
ON TOUR
Charles Waldron in New York,
Under the auspices of De Mar
roles of contemporary drama. As
cus Brown, the San Francisco
is one of the most challenging
Symphony Orchestra will be ap
the father of Elizabeth Barrett,
pearing here on their first trans
the character of Edward Moulton
continental tour.
Barrett provides the motivating
conflict of the play. Sadistic and
Pierre Monteux, known to local
"SfDRAM OR I'LL TELL THE BOARD!"
domineering
Father
Barrett
musicians for his work in the
rules his family like a man "pos
City by the Golden Gate, is the
NEWS BRIEF—
sessed." His unnatural love for
great man of music whose guest WSSF
his daughter, Elizabeth Barrett,
conducting of every major sym
Latest issue of the College of
all but desroys her life until the
Pacific "Bulletin" is now out.
phony has made him the most
(Continued from Page 1)
love of Robert Browning gives
welcome, beloved and admired
These Bulletins will be mailed to
her new hope. In one of the great
breaking plates, Omega Phi, to all alumni who are now receiving
director in America.
acting roles of the contemporary
throwing garters on the dancing the Pacific Weekly.
PROGRAM
theatre, Bob English promises to
girl's leg (plastic), South Hall.
Paid members of the Alumni
The program announced for
\ give one of the finest character
this evening includes Brahms Highest proceeds came from Association and their guests will
izations in the history of the Pa
be admitted to the Mardi Gras.
First Symphony in C Minor, the Quonset One, a total of $67.
cific Little Theatre.
Suite
Francaise
by
Milhaud,
the
Earlier in the current season
Bob was seen as Mr. Sycamore ROBERT ENGLISH, Pacific Lit Afternoon of a Fawn by DeBussy,
in the rollicking comedy "You tle Theatre player, who will share and the Prelude for Tristan &
Isolde by Wagner.
Can't Take It with You." Before

•

the lead in "The Barretts of Wim

the war he appeared as Father
pole Street," opening next Friday
Capulet in PLT's "Romeo and
in
the Auditorium.
Juliet" with Lois Wheeler, now a
Broadway star. He has also ap
peared in "Brignol and his
MARDI GRAS
Daughter," "What a Life," and
"The Importance of Being Earn
(Continued from page 1)
est."
Others appearing in important Gras has not been definitely de
roles in "The Barretts" include cided upon. However the theme
Jay Deck, Monty Rensberger, which is under discussion is "The
Nancy Deming, Shirley Reid, and Mardi Gras Comes to California."
If accepted, the theme wouid
Jack Hughes. June Wilde as
Elizabeth Barrett and Tony Reid be carried out in the early gold
as Robert Browping have the rush idea.
leading roles.
GUEST OF HONOR

Tickets for the DeMarcus
Brown production are now on
sale at the Pacific Little Theatre
box office. The most spectacular
production of the Pacific Little
Theatre season will be presented
on March 14,15,21, and 22.

EX-COM.
(Continued from Page 1)
dance must see Mrs. Margaret
Barth, Alumni Secretary.
Living groups will hold open
house on Friday night. Women's
houses will be open from 9-12,
Men's from 8-8:30, the theme of
which will be Early California.
The theme of the Mardi Gras
Dance as well as the name of the
queen will be held a secret.
President Paul Berger present
ed the Spring budget to the com
mittee for approval. Budget of
$18,500 was approved and ac
cepted along with the policy for
Spring sports.
Patronize our advertisers.

Curtain time is at 8:30, and all
tickets are on reserve. Tickets
may be reserved by calling 2-8445,
or appearing in person at the De
Marcus Brown Box Office, 133
Bridge Place.

Dr. Baker to Speak
In Pacific Classes

Dr. John E. Baker, noted edu
cator and for many years an in
structor in the California College
in China, will speak at a Forum
and Tea in the SCA Building on
Thursday afternoon, March 13, at
Janet Leigh, who is known
4:15.
much more to Pacific students as
Dr. Baker, who has been in
Jeanette Morrison Reames, has
been contacted by the committee close contact with the Chinese
in the hopes that she will be guest people, their education system,
of honor on the campus for the and their government, will be
here at Pacfic on Tuesday,
Mardi Gras weekend.
Wednesday, and Thursday of
next week. He will speak in the
RECITAL
following classes: The World To
day, Russia of Today, Oriental
(Continued from Page 1)
Civilization, and U. S. Foreign
her cello lessons frequently finds Relations.
time to perform in solo capacity
The visit of Dr. Baker to COP
or in an ensemble. The soft, mel is part of his current tour of
low tones of her cello never fail American colleges and universi
to please an audience. Mr. Oliver, ties.
who also is well known for his
extensive musical activities, will
present selectons in a manner in
keeping with his reputation.
The program to be given by
these four faculty members is as
follows:
Sonata, Op. 110
Beethoven
DISTINCTIVE GIFTS
John T. Moore
Sonata, Op. 38, E minor....Brahms
GREETING CARDS
Mrs. Brown and Mr. Shadbolt
<$>
Vier ernste Gesaenge, Op. 121
2119
Pacific
Avenue
Brahms
Mr. Oliver
Phone 2-2112
Accompanied by Mr. Shadbolt

WALTER'S
House of Gifts

ANITA'S
N E W
SECOND

FLOOR

SALON
COMPLETE FIRST FLOOR
OF

Advertised LINGERIE
and SPORTSWEAR
Blouses, Slacks, Slack-Suits and
an array of pastel colored Sweat
ers in Knobby-Knits and FeatherKnits.

JUST SAY CHARGE IT

LETS MEET AT

LATEST DISC-HITS

RECORDS

£7hot&

RADIOS and PHONOGRAPHS

Let us supply you with all
your musical needs.

Fountain Service
3216 PACIFIC AVENUE

...ANNOUNCING ...

i

JOHNNY CALVIN
2016 Pacific Avenue

—AT—

ANITA'S
420 E. MAIN
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THE SECRET. . . .
Ruth set two places for dinner
at the small table in the kitchen.
rftgy always ate in the kitchen
vhen there was no company.
She eyed the small drop-leaf
table with distaste and found her
self wishing that there could be
cojnpany tonight. She was tired
of eating in the kitchen.
Suddenly a though crossed her
mind. She smiled a secret smile
and looked down at the table,
only big enough for two. Funny,
it had never occurred to her be
fore. They would have to get a
new table now that there were
going to be three of them—or else
eat in the dining room all the
time.
Of course, that problem would
not come for awhile. She hadn't
even told Max about it, yet. She
hadn't decided on the best way
to—•
But there he was, coming up the
walk, and she hadn't even fin
ished setting the table yet. Ruth
jumped to her feet and was busily
at work when the kitchen door
swung open and Max stepped in,
kissed her on the cheek, and sat
down to read his evening paper.
Ruth turned on the fire under
the chops and sat down beside
him.
"Darling, do you think Dr. Mills
is a good doctor to go to—in case
anybody was sick, or anything?"
Max said yes, but nobody was
sick or anything.
"No. Of course, mother is
never very well, but she's hun
dreds of miles away."
Max said yes, and a good thing,
too.
"Darling, we're pretty well off,
aren't we? I mean, we could af
V

AN ANSWER
By BOB HUTH
Well, so passes time, even here
at school ... to start off this
dissertation ... I picked up this
little thing in passing to and fro
during the week. A Mr. B asked
me to dedicate it to some of the
co-eds on this campus who seem
to think they are Lana T's—
thusly:
Roses are red
Shamrocks are green
Honey, you are beautiful—
But your shape,—a submarine!
There is rumors around this
school that a film company is
coming from Hollywood to make
a movie out of the actions of
"boys" watching the swimming
classes on sunny (?) afternoons.
It seems they are going to call it
"Drool In the Sun"
Saw quite a few of the college
folk at the Beaux Art Ball last
Friday night
Also there was a little gettogether before the dance at Don
Smythe's house. A few of the
Stockton boys and girls were
there along with a good fellow
from Lodi who sat on the floor
and did nothing but blink—
bright lights—no doubt.
At the dance a new girl was
present who caused quite a sen-

Rogers Jewelry Co.
Quality Jewelers

By DAVID FARLEY

ford to feed three mouths instead
of two—if we had to, couldn't
we?"
Max 6aid that seemed like a
useless question.
"Max, do you think I've been
gaining weight lately—so's anybody'd notice, I mean?"
Max said no, not so's anybody'd
notice.
"Of course, if we had to cut
down on the food budget for any
reason, I could eat less, I sup
pose."
Max supposed so.
"Max, have you noticed any
thing strange about me lately?"
With a start, Max came out
from behind his paper. Realiza
tion was in his eyes. "See here,
Ruth, what are you driving at?"
"Well, I haven't been feeling
just right lately, and I thought
we might—."
"Ruth, are you trying to tell
me that we're going to have a
—a—" Max searched for the
word— "a—visitor?"
"Why yes, but how did you ever
guess?"
"Guess? You didn't think you
could hide it from pappa, did
you?"
"I—guess not. Then, you don't
mind?"
"Mind? How could I mind? I'm
delighted."
"Oh, I'm so glad. I'll bet you
could never guess who it is,
though."
"What do you mean, 'who it
is'?"
"Who the visitor is. It's mother.
I've asked mother to come and
stay—Max? Max! What's the
matter? Where are you going?
. . . Max darling!"

Main and Sutter Sts.

By MARION BRIMM
P at is the name I like so well,
Because its short and easy to
spell.
Alpha Theta Tau girl-Pat
A most outstanding one at that.
T ennis is her favorite sport
She has good form of any sort
G reen is the color she likes best
Next to it blue takes the test.
Resides in San Francisco now
A city slicker (we might add,
wow!)
E ven when she's down and out
She'll always smile—never
pout
G orgeous haid of shiny black,
For looking well she has the
knack.
O n her program there's lots of
art,
As an interior decorator she'd
be smart.
Really makes a president fine
The sophomore class she keeps
in line.
Y outhful model for Smith &
Lang
Her pictures go over with a
bang.

P retty as a cover girl
With hair that simply won't
uncurl.
A fter school she hopes to go
Into some field of radio.
Tau Kappa Kappa—vice presi
dent too—
There'll be some more before
we're through.
C atch that stroke when she hits
the ball
In tennis—her favorite sport
of all.
PLEASE? 0 n the debate team she shows
her brain,
sation. Her name was Fredricka
But poetry is her secret aim.
Schuler. I had the privilege of
dancing with her (?) . • • Lovely Really works hard on W. A. A.
Another—vice-president—
. . . Lovely! Oh yes, there was a
more on the way.
(Continued on page 7)
Would you believe it—but she
said yes,
To the vice-presidency of
A. W. S.
1 n Pi Kappa Delta—isn't this nice
She's vice-president (that's sure
lots of vice)
N ow at last comes another end,
Until next week—s'long my
friend.

<&>

CAMPUS MIRROR
By BYRON MEYER
After thirteen semesters at
Pacific as an English-Psych maj
or, I've come to the conclusion
that in promulgating your esoter
ic cogitations, or articulating
your superficial sentimentalities
and amicable or psychological ob
servations, beware of platitudi
nous ponderosity.
Let your conversational com
munications possess a clarified
consciousness, a compact comprehensibleness, coalescent con
sistency and a concatentated cog
ency.
Eschew all conglomerations of
flatulent garrulity, jejune babble
ment and asinine affections.
Sedulously avoid all polysyl
labic profundity, pompous pro
lixity, psittaceous vacuity, ventriloquial verbasity and vaniloquent vapidity.
Shun double-entendres, purient
jocosity and pestiferous profan
ity, obscurant or apparent, and,
above all, don't use big words.
THE MULE
Bouncing onto a grammar

school campus last week. 1
bumped into a little girl writing
a thesis! I had to give this pintsized Dorothy Parker all the bub
ble gum I owned so that I might
reprint the following little ditty:
' The Mewl is hardier than a
guse or a turkie. It has two legs
to walk with and 2 more to kick
with and wears wings for ears.
It is stubbornly backward about
coming forward."
A JOKE, SON
Judge: "So they caught you
with this silverware on you, did
they? Whom did you plunder?"
• Yegg: "Two fraternity houses."
Judge: "Sergeant, call up all
the downtown hotels and restau
rants and distribute this stuff."
(No offense to frat circle).

NEWS BRIEF—
Maximum signup of 275 for the
Death Valley Trip have been sold
out. No more applications are
being accepted.
Students are welcome to in
spect the car loading arrange
ment chart in Dr. Bawden's office.

teothdm
On a Coming Event—
/
Yes, we're talking about the beautiful new Maurice's
Shoes Store on Miracle Mile. It's almost ready now
and what a place it'll be! Here's the answer to your
quest for the right shoes for campus wear. Sport

By WOOD SOANES

NEWS BRIEF—

The Death Valley Tour will go
. . . w e i n t e r r u p t t h i s p r o g r a m as scheduled. However, no credit
to bring you an important an will be given for courses taken
nouncement HE'S HERE!! who? by JC Students.
Why John C. Crabbe Jr., who
else? He made the world aware
Norman Hlggins
of his presence about 4 p. m.
Tuesday, March 4, 1947. Everyone
is doing well including "Pop."
Now Father Crabbe's ulcer,
"Erma," can go into retirement.
The junior operator, as befitting
EXPERT LAUNDRY
a future radio man, will undoubt
SERVICE
edly cut his eye teeth on a mic
rophone. It was rumored that the
PHONE 7 7869
j.C. was born with a stop-watch
2117
PACIFIC AVE.
in his head . . . but of course,
(Continued on Page 7)

Vogue-Alert
Cleaners

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS

•
Phone 5-5510

PERSONALITY
SKETCHES

Gaia-Delucchi Co.
American and Channel
WE DELIVER DAILY
(Except Sat.)

shoes, dress shoes — the largest selection of authentic
college style shoes in this area. This is a shoe store
strictly grooved to your needs — solid on the uptake
on the very newest and latest for you lads and lasses
who go to classes. (And have you heard the rumor
about what's to be given away on opening day? Well
it's true — only more so! Just wait — and watch
for the opening ad. It's strictly sensational!)

Watch 2009 Pacific Avenue
JUST ONE WEEK MORE!

REFRESHMENTS
on the
CAMPUS

THE CUB
HOUSE
Operated by
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
STUDENTS
"WHERE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"
"OPEN EVENINGS"

On the Mirocle Mile

2009 PACIFIC AVENUE
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SOCIETY

Somebodys Looking
At You
By MARCIA LOU BROWN

Fraternity Rushing is Climaxed
As Rushees Receive Bids Today

Last night climaxed a week of rush functions for the
campus fraternities with Arcania's "Gay Nineties" party held t
Rod and Gun Club. A buffet supper was featured with ente t^e
ment from house members and the Sacramento Barber Sh ^
Cappella Choir. Jack Loye, master of ceremonies was assisted
Alan Sheppard, Hal Mucke, Ross Hanna, Art Parrott, Bud Far
eWetl
and-Leonard Widman.
• Wednesday night. Omega piy
The passing of a five-pound box
Alpha held its rush dinner at
of candy at West Hall announced
Alustiza's. Afterwards a gambling
the engagement of Marcia Abra
party was featured with entef
ham, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
tainment put on by the members
Following is the Sorority
Milton Abraham, daughter of Mr.
In charge of the dinner was Staii
rushing schedule for the com
and Mrs. Milton Abraham of San
Ward with Ralph Guild, chairman
ing week:
Francisco, to Alvin Davidson, son
of the entertainment.
Sunday, March 9: Desserts
of Mr. and Mrs. Sol Davidson of
Rhizomia's dinner was held at
(non-invitational),
Tau
Kappa
Stockton.
their house on Tuesday night
Kappa, 6 to 8 p. m. Alpha TheMarcia's engagement was first
Wallie Olson was general chair
ta Tau, 7 to 9 p. m. Epsilon
announced in San Francisco to
man of the function with George
Lambda Sigma, 8 to 10 p. m.
her friends and relatives at a
Monday, March 10: Inform Tomajan heading the entertain
party given by her parents. The
al Open House (non-invitation ment.
bride-elect is now attending the
Rushees slated their prefer
al), Alpha Theta Tau, 3 to 5
CHAPEAU
College of the Pacific where she
ences this morning and will re
p. m. Epsilon Lambda Sigma,
is majoring in radio drama.
ceive bids this afternoon.
This 'down to earth' look is not
3:30 to 5:30 p. m. Tau Kappa
The prospective groom is ma
confined to foot wear. We see
Kappa, 4 to 6 p. m.
joring in Engineering at the
definite evidence of it in many
Wednesday, March 12: Teas
University of California where
a new chapeau. Berets, or if one
(invitational), Tau Kappa Kap
he is president of the Pi Lambda
prefers tams, are the coming pa, 3 to 5 p. m. Alpha Theta
Phi fraternity.
style in head gear. Also, hats Tau, 3:30 to 5:30 p. m. Epsilon
The couple plan to be married
that fit snug to the head seem
Lambda Sigma, 4 to 6 p. m.
June 22 in Berkeley
Formal installation of East Hall
to be coming into their own. We
Friday, March 14: Informal
House
Officers was held Thursare very fond of berets ourselves,
dinners (invitational), Epsi
one reason being that they are lon Lambda Sigma, 6 to 8:30 I day evening, March 6.
Candle-light prayer by Audrey
extremely comfortable.
p. m.
Beam opened the ceremony. To
The
remainder
of
the
Soror
BACK DIP
ity rushing schedule will ap a soft piano accompaniment by
Hats, shoes, now it is only log
Carolyn Larson, the following
pear in the March 14 issue of
ical that skirts should follow The Weekly.
new officers were installed: Jean
Following a very hectic Hell
this downward trail. Yes, skirts
Nane, President; Moss Helen Lit
Week complete with the custo
are definitely going down, and
tle, Vice President; Yvonne Armamary informal initiation twelve
high time they did. There are
ston, Secretary; and Audrey
pledges were elevated to become
very few girls that don't look
Beam, Treasurer-Historian.
members of Epsilon Lambda
one hundred per cent better in
Entertainment was provided
Sigma in the formal initiation
longer skirts, whether they
with a piano solo by Shirley Maceremony on February 27.
think so or not. For those of you
honey and a voice solo by Mau
Plans for the dance have been
President Nadine Walsh pre
with one of those ever-sag-in-thereen Kendrick. Mrs. Brady and
sided over the candlelight cere arranged by the following com
BACKGROUND . . . the camel Dean
back bias skirts the fashion
Watson were honored
mony at which time the girls mittee:
lia bushes in front of the Ad guests.
Decoration,
Francine world has come to your rescue.
were formally made active mem
Building, the jonquils alongside
McKee and Florence Totten; Pub
Instead of worrying, or rolling the Cub House, a blue sky over
bers and were presented their
licity, Corrine Denzer and Jes- your skirt up in the back, relax
jeweled pins.
head. It's Spring and your only for you who appreciate style,
A formal dinner was served selyn Deady; Bids, Lois Heim; you are now in style. To have a thoughts are turning to cottons. but for you who take your swim
after the initiation. Folowing Patrons, Mary Lu Bush; Music, skirt longer in the back than it My thoughts turn to the KNOB ming seriously. They're cut to
dinner the twelve girls attended Joyce Preston. Joy Allen is gen is in the front is now very chic. BY SHOP an$ their just-arrived fit with elastic over the bustline
Of course this type of hem-line Jonathan Logan's, Margie Mont and around the legs. The colors
their first meeting in the Chapter eral chairman.
Room. The new members are:
The qualifications for admit is preferred for afternoon dresses, gomery's, and June Bentley's. are soft—white, pink, blue, - yel
Marion Brimm, Dottie Davidson, tance are dressy sports clothes but who's to exclude school skirts This year their skirts are just low, chartreuse; and they come
Pat Dietrick, Betty Driffel, Ne and 75 cents per person. The for from this gay new style? So, a trifle longer, but with lots more in three styles, 1-piece, bare mid
ville Gilbert, Patty Ihinger, Col mer are your own problems, but there it is, gals, the low-down on swirl. The colors are gay; and riff and 2-piece. The price is
leen Looney, Nancy Nichols, Bev Tau Gamma will help with the the low down.
you have stripes, prints, and solid so right, under fifteen dollars.
Owens, Jean Rose, and Lurline latter by selling tickets at the
chambrays to choose from. The The address, 340 East Main.
HEARD . . .that now you can
Troyer.
door and around campus.
address is 2019 Pacific Avenue.
listen to those KAEO shows.
CASUAL ... is the way you JOHNNY CALVIN'S clearing his
like to wear, it and casual is the
stock of small bedside, plug-in
way it shall be. But your coiffeur radios. There's a choice of colors
must still be shaped. And there
and the clearance price is under
Reactivation of the Rhizomia is a man who understands col
Mothers' Club will be held Sun lege girls, who doesn't want to twenty dollars. While they last
you can get yours at 2016 Pacific
day March 9th at 2:00 p. m.
cut your hair. He's GEORGE
Avenue.
A joint meeting of the Rhizom BECHLOFF, 2320 Pacific Avenue.
Just
SILHOUETTE ... of a new,
ia Literary Society and Mothers' For that soft, natural, long look a lovelier you. For a figure that's
Club will be sponsored, and re let George shape your hair.
ready to wear those bathing suits
SMOOTH . . . the new figurefreshments will be served.
and cotton prints I've been telling
flattering Caltex swim suit in the
Tom McKeegan is general chair sportswear department at THE you about, let's look into the
STAUFFER SYSTEM. Just a lit
man.
WONDER. They're designed not
tle slimming here and there
re "angels"-these new
Dresses
would help, wouldn't it? But who
wants to diet? Who wants to run
a mile before breakfast? There
£vervWy /s mating a mad <fashN^jfor them'- 9/ga,»
is a simpler way. Just call MrsGRAND
Hogan on 8-8219 for more details,
flurry— So y0« can
yoUr pi«...They're much
or stop in and see her at 2013
ICE
% pretty for wo'Js... bat J |ooK */'lf
Pacific Avenue.
SPOTS ... disappear while you
CREAM
tell you yrfiy you S'roply can't live
wait. Need a press job in a hurry
another day without a new feenUmn
Yes, service like this is available.
Stop by the COLLEGE CLEAN
JUST your size 18to 16)—•
ERS, 2314 Pacific Avenue, and
STUDENTS' HEADQUARTERS
Jl/$T your price
come out with that band-box ap
pearance.
FOR FOUNTAIN SERVICE
WHERE ... to be seen for
that hamburger when the Cu
is closed during Chapel period on
Tuesdays—THE
DELTA, 19^
PHONE 7-7095
548 E. Main
Pacific Avenue. You can wake
Take the Road to Rich's
1928 PACIFIC AVENUE
that a coke, a choc shake, a ho
fudge sundae, a cup of coffee, °r
a toasted American cheese!

Marcia Abraham
Tells of Coming
Marriage to S.F. Man

Girls, let's be low down. Any
way that's what the fashion
books tell us we ought to do.
Sounds bad doesn't it, but it is
really very attractive. How does
one go about .being fashionably
Tau Gamma's spring dance, low down? Well, it is compara
tively simple.
MARCH MADNESS, takes place
tonight, March 7th in the college FLAT FEET
gym from 9:00 to 12:00. The
First and foremost is footwear.
decorative plans include trees, It's low heels this Spring and
white branches, a picket fence they are extremely good looking.
Ankle strap shoes are back, but
for atmosphere, and around the
with flats. I. Miller has put out
walls lambs and lions will gambol a neat little number in black
with the Madness spirit. Irv Cor- suede with an ankel strap,
ren will provide the music for rounded toe, and very low heel.
A new type of oxford sandle
such atmosphere.
seems to be quite the thing for
sport wear.

MARCH
MADNESS

RUSHING

House Officers
Were Installed

TWELVE PLEDGES
INITIATED IN
FORMAL SERVICE

SCENE

Mother's Club to
Reactivate Soon

a tr\yecfi

"made for voyl"

RICH'S
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By FRANK JEANS
Having seen every CCAA team
in action this year I would like
to present my version of an allconference team. Of course, no
one could tell me I was wrong if
I were to put five Pacific men
on my all-conference squad, since
the Tigers took the conference
with 10 straight victories.
Even though I'm Pacific prej
udiced I saw good ball players on
other clubs. In my opinion San
Jose and Pacific dominated out
standing players.

30 TURNOUTS—

Conference Title
Seen in Tigers'
Baseball Future

Bengals End 1947 Season
With 16 Wins; 8 Losses

In the Spring, a young man's
PACIFIC SCORING
fancy lightly turns to thoughts
T
FT SJC
FG
of baseball—among other things. Toomay
363
80
21
131
0
217
39
Dunlap
89
And some 30 of these young Pfister
191
38
29
62
134
10
34
45
men are working out each after Frani
119
14
23
41
noon on the State Farm diamond, Cerf
116
26
16
37
Proulx
97
0
39
19
Levy
each with the idea in mind of
64
5
26
7
Klinger
36
9
11
gaining a place in this year's
... 8
Hardin
26
2
12
6
Chinrholo
College of the Pacific baseball
19
0
... 9
1
Haines
19
0
...
9
1
Collins
team.
11
2
1
Enos
—... 4
The Tigers have plenty of pos Segale
2
0
0
... 1
sibilities, and a better than aver
14-14*
129
507
271
TOTALS
age team is indicated for this
FG—field goals
FT—foul throws
year. Our beloved Bengals should
SJC
1BAN JOSE CLINIC
ALL-CCAA FIVE
come through with plenty of
T—Totals
•—New
Record
Well, here's F. J.'s all-confer power at the plate, as there are
ence five:
many experienced players work
F—Grant Dunlap (Pacific)
ing out now. A cut will be made FLYING 0 TOUGHF—Chuck Hughes (San Jose) shortly.
C—Jack Toomay (Pacific)
G—Hal Sonntag (San Jose)
G—Lou Franz (Pacific)
How about the second team:
F—Hale (San Diego)
F—Morrison (Santa Barbara)
C—Hubler (Santa Barbara)
G—Levy (Pacific)
College of Pacific's aquatic Ti
G—Moroski (Cal Poly)
gers open a tough season tomor

Tiger Casaba Kings
Battle Through 24
Way back on November 28th,
1946, the Sacramento Senators de
feated the College of the Pacific
varsity basketball team by the
score of 5T48. During the next
four games, facing such oppon
ents as Stanford, California, and
the Oakland Bittner's, the Tigers
managed to win just one game
and that against an outclassed
Hawaii All - Star aggregation.
Here was a team that had lost its
first game of the season and
then had won just one of its next
four games; here was a team that
would not give up.

COP Swimmers
To Make Debut
Against O-Club

ALL-OPPONENT FIVE
Speaking of top quintets, as
long as I've picked an all-confer
ence team, I might as well pick
an all-opponent team.
F—Alaimo (Santa Clara)
F—Rocker (California)
C—Pollard (Bittner's)
G—O'Keefe (Santa Clara)
G—Sonntag (San Jose)
Just as a side light, did you
know that Pacific has defeated
Fresno's basketball team six
straight times in the past three
years. Too bad we can't say that
about San Jose.
NEW RIVAL
I think our rival is no longer
Fresno State, but now is San Jose
State.

JACK TOOMAY, pictured during
his scoring spree in mid-season,
now has the amazing total of 363
points for the season.
Toomay ended the season with 22
points against the Cal Aggies
row afternoon as they engage last Saturday night.
the powerful San Francisco Club
in the local pool at 2:00 p. m.

OC BEATEN
The Olympic Club, though de
feated decisively in their recent
contest with Stanford Universi
ty's potential national champion
ship aggregation, will bring a
well-rounded and two-deep squad
to Stockton.
I According to the dope avail
,<
»mst«JS8rv »„«>
able the Winged () is too far ad
COACH HUGH MeWILLIAMS, vanced in their training to be
pictured above, awaits his base dumped by the Tigers and, de
ball squad's opening game on spite almost certain defeats in
March 14 against the Oakland some events, will have the neces
sary point-making depth to mark
Acorns at Boyes Springs.
a win over the locals.
CIRCUMSTANCES
1946 HOLDOVERS
Lack of time to get his charges
Six members of last year's
Tiger team are trying out for I in shape and the ineligibility of
berths. That includes Pitchers some of his pre-war stars have
Lou Bronzan, Jerry Haines and plagued swim-coach Chris KjeldBill McFarland, all right handers. sen in recent weeks as he con
Infielder Pete Chalmers and tinues to organize and train his
Outfielders Jim Torvick and squad.
George Segale are the other I Almost sure of victory in the
three returnees. Torvick also coming O-C fracas are Don Driggs
and Bob Steel , Kjeldsen's ace
plays first base.
Working behind the plate so , frce-stylers. In the back-stroke
far have been Glenn Bilyeau, Kenny Mork has shown incred
George Carter and Bud Chinchi- ible improvement in time-trials

TOOMAY CLOSE
Two weeks ago I mentioned the
fact that Jack Toomay was com
ing close to the scoring record
for the season and had a chance
to break it. Well, as it turned out
"Long John" missed the record
by one d
(darned) point.
The "still existing" record is 364
points, and Toomay finished the
season with 363 digits.
'Nuff said . . .
olo, a Tiger before the war, also
plays in the outfield.
NO. 21—SEGALE
For those of you who failed TOP NEWCOMERS
to recognize number 21 last Sat
Infielders who have shown
urday night in the Cal Aggies promise are Sonny Atkins at
game, it was George Segale, bas first, Laurie Monroe at second,
ketball manager. In the closing Charlie Segale at third, and Grant
two minutes of play Coach Kjeld- Dunlap at short.
sen put in Segale. Surprising
It will take plenty of hitting
everyone, George stole the ball ability as well as fielding skill to
on the first play and set up Buddy win an outfield post on this
Proulx's score. And on the next year's team. Among those who
play, "Two points for Segale."
seem to have just that so far
Atta babe, George.
are Jim Torvick, Bud Klein,
I almost forgot to mention my George Segale and Hal Leicht.
northern division Junior College
all-conference team. However, to UNKNOWN WANTED
But most of these players were
save time and space I think I'll
only pick an all-conference five known to Coach McWilliams be
fore the season started. What he
from both divisions combined.
I'm sorry to say I can only hopes for now is that a compara
pick one Stockton man on my tive "unknown" will rise from no
squad. Anyway, I'm trying to be where to set the team on fire.
Among those who could do
trutful about it. Here goes—
just that are Bud Proulx Wayne
F—Jack Dyhre (Stockton)
Hardin and Jim Enos from the
F—Dan Lofgran (Grant)
C—Stan McWilliams (Valle.jo) basketball team. Enos is a left
G—Art Psaltis (San Francisco) handed chucker with plenty of
wrinkles.
G—Regis Hurley (Grant)
Pacific will play its first game,
Turn to page 6 and check Jack
a
practice
affair against the Oak
Toomay's scoring in the P. A.
land Oaks, on March 14 at Boyes
Tournament.
Springs.
However . . .

DYHRE-ALL CONFERENCE

JC BASKETEERS
END UP FOURTH
IN CONFERENCE
Stockton Junior College's bas
ketball team put the finishing
touches on its season last week
and began counting up their var
ious merits and looking over the
season record.
DYHRE HONORED
Big Jack Dyhre, coach Van
Sweet's stellar guard copped a
berth on the all conference team
of the southern division of the
Northern California Junior Col
lege conference. Dyhre was one
of the big scorers in the league,
averaging over 11 points per
game in fourteen games of loop
play and pouring througn a grand
total of 162 points in league com
petition.

KJELDSEN MOLDS FIVE
Constant practice, foul shoot
ing, team work and offensive and
defensive manuevers were stress
ed by Head Coach Chris Kjeldsen.
As a nucleus for his varsity,
Chris built this team around the
great floor play of diminutive
Lou Franz, the fine all-around
play and leadership of Captain
Grant Dunlap, and the tower of
defensive and offensive strength
of Center Jack Toomay.
After experiments involving
many potential combinations, he
added the names of Hank Pfister
at forward and the clever ballhandler A1 Levy at guard.
TIGERS OPEN CCAA
With new spirit and the desire
to win. the Tigers varsity began
its conference play by downing
San Diego State, 37-34, and last
Friday night ended that play with
a convincing victory over the
highly -rated San Jose Spartans,
59-48.
What did they do in league
play? The College of the Pacific
basketball team won ten games
and lost none in conference
games and placed two njen, Jack
Toomay and Grant Dunlap,,
among the first three scorers of
the league. They showed determi
nation and a grand spirit at all
times. They had come back from
several crushing defeats to estab
lish themselves as one of the
leading quintets in the Far West.
Dunkell rated them among the
top 15 in the West.

The team itself ranked fourth
in the final league standings but
the win-loss record doesn't show
MEDLEY WIN
heart-rending two- and one-point
Pacific's medley team of Mork, defeats that meant the displace SEASON RECORD
MacMillan and Steel or Driggs ment of the locals as contenders.
For the season Pacific won 16
arc almost certainties.
games and lost only 8.
SEASON
RECORD
Wiry Hal Bronfin, with any
The Tigers had one scorer with
With a season-long record of over 300 points in Jack Toomay
sort of good weather to help him,
should have little trouble in div 12 won and 10 lost against noth with 363. There were five pointing. But the Olympic Club will ing but excellent competition, the makers other than Toomay with
have an automatic second and team emerged as the most suc 100 points. Dunlap had 217, Pfis
third place as the Tigers have no cessful Junior College aggregation ter had 191, Franz had 134, Cerf
other entry yet ready to perform ever to grace the hardwood of had 110 and Proulx had 116.
'Pacific Pavilion.
in that event.
JAYSEE SCORING
f
Final Stockton College basketball scoring in 22 games,
as released Thursday by the athletic department, is as fol
lows:
NAME
FG
FT
TP APG
Dyhre, g
34
236
10.7
Detrick, c
Clements, f
Rehnert, g
Morgan, c
Pierce, c.
Leighton, f
Monnich, c
—
Reghitto, g
Marcopulos, f
Stennick, g
Monroe, g
Richardson, g.—

-—
-

-

-

-

80

,a

1/0

73
- 55
57
23

23
33
25
14

18

13

13
?
5
*

2
5
4
^
®

169
148
139
60
^1
-8
23
14

—

1
1

/.9
6./
6.3
2./
--3
1.0
*
'

PACIFIC PROUD
The school is proud of her
varsity basketball team, proud of
her able Coach, Chris Kjeldsen,
and proud of her student body for
getting behind this swell bunch
of kids and rooting them on.
To the fellow who brought
Pacific this championship, Bud
Proulx, Hank Pfister, Jim Enos,
Grant Dunlap, Jerry Haines, Bob
Klinger, Jack Toomay, Wayne
Hardin, A1 Levy. Lou Franz, Ted
Collins, and Bud Chinchiolo, we
say congratulations for a job well
done.
Hats off to the College of the
Pacific basketball team, champ
ions of the CCAA and the best of
luck next season.
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GOD HELP THE TIGERS—

NO LETTERMEN—

NEW SWIM CLUB—

TRACK INTRAS.
OPEN LEAGUE
MARCH 13 & 14

Antilla to Form
Aquatic Club

National Track Spotlight Shines
GIRLS' SPORTS On
USC, Olympic Club, Illinois

Spring Intramurals got off to
a wet start this week when J P.
decided to dampen earth and
spirits alike.
Previous letter winners in Pa
cific or Junior College track,
those men who are now working
out with various Spring sport
squads and all those on scholas
tic probation will not be eligible
to complete.

Eight students and three teach
ers who like to make like fishes
in Pacific's swimming pool have
banded together in Pacific Aqua
tic Club for all persons interested
in water sports.
Bill Antilla, the new SJC swim
ming instructor, is the father of
the idea. He, along with COP
Coach Chris Kjeldsen and Miss
Eleanor Cole, will represent the
faculty with the group.

Pacific's female basketball
team invaded Grass Valley Sat
urday night, March 1, to beat the
Nuggets, 29-21. Grass Valley was
the former Northern California
girls' basketball champs.
Mr. Charles Hinds, COP grad
and sponsor of the Nuggets, in
vited Pacific's WAA to play the
main event in this basketball
tournament.

FIRST MEETING

HIGH SCORES

FOUR MEN ENTRIES

Each organization may enter
four men and compete three in
each event. Anyone entered in
the meet is eligible for the re
lay. The town team will be split
at Harding Way making North
and South Town. Lodi contest
ants will compete for North
Town and Manteca entries will
garner points for South Town.
TWO DAY MEET

In the two-day meet, a man
may compete in not more than
three events and the relay. No
one may enter in more than one
race of 440 yards or longer in one
day.
In charge of Intramural sports
are Coaches Sweet, Jackson and
Thompson.
NEWS BRIEF—
Dr. Tully C. Knoles, Chancellor
of the College, returned Monday
from the East

STOCKTON

NOW SHOWING
TILL THE CLOUDS ROLL BY
Robert Walker

W A A

By BERTHA CHADWICK

The first meeting was held last
June Sutterfield and Cathey
Monday night, when qualifica Cain were high scorers for Pa
tions were discussed. The club cific with 15 and 14 points. Back
will consist of persons interested ing them were: Forwards, There
in any type of water sport, in sa Alberle and Marilyn Carson:
cluding water skiing, water polo, Guards Liz Kauka, Lil Milcoch,
swimming, diving and life saving. | Clair Ruiz, and Irene Spears.
The club, open for both sexes
Umpire Elizabeth Matson and
(male and female, that is), will C'oach Eleanor Cole accompanied
put on shows for the betterment the team.
of Pacific's aquatic facilities.
Charter members of the group NEW TOURNEY
Tennis and badminton tourna
include Jean Gallagher, Helen
Graham, Don Driggs, Bob Steel, ments will soon be started in
Harold Bronfin, Ken Mork, Mary WAA classes to determine who
Lou Marshall and John K. will go to the Modesto tennis
and badminton play on March 29.
McCandless.

VARSITY TENNIS SCHEDULE
PLACE

TEAM

DATE

March 27, 28, 29
Saturday, April 5
Friday, April 11
Saturday, April 12
Friday, April 18
Saturday, April 19
April 24, 25, 26
Friday, May 2
Saturday, May 3
Saturday, May 10
Friday, May 16
Saturday, May 17
Saturday, May 24
Saturday, May 31
Saturday, June 7
June 23-28
'Tentative

Berkeley
Here
L. A.
•use
L. A.
*UCLA
Berkeley
California
Palo Alto
Stanford
Ojai Valley Champ. Ojai
Here
San Jose
Here
USF
Fresno
CCAA
Here
Nevada
S. F.
USF
Here
California
Here
*S.F. State
San Jose
San Jose
*Nat. Inter. Matches UCLA
*NCIC Champ.
Stanford

Judy Garland

NEWS BRIEF—

Coming Sunday—
HUMORESQUE
Joan Crawford
John Garfield

Shellubrication
Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

—Also—
ROLLIN HOME
Jean Parker
Russell Hayden

Sibley E. Bush
Phone J-0604
2302 Pacific Ave.

By PHIL SCHEDIWY

This week let us turn our attention to the national picture jn
the way of track.
Of course, it is to be understood that anything said is purely
conjecture on the part of this writer.
From the results of the South- •
ern California-Los Angeles City
IN QUARTER-FINALSCollege handicaps meet it is easy
to see that U.S.C. is loaded to the TOOMAY TANKS
hilt this year. A young man by
the name of Bob Chambers i 40 FOR KR WIN
stepped off a fast 1:55.9 half-mile ; IN
TOURNEY
for the first meet of the season.1
Pacific's own "Long John" Too
This established a new University
freshman record. Chambers is may, the man with the gigantic
the lad who a few years back frame, inscribed his name in
set a National High School record large, bold letters on the records
of the PA basketball tournament
for the 880.
Other Trojan luminaries are in San Francisco this week, when
Jim Follis, who turned in a six he pummeled the hoop for 40
foot four inch high jump; Mel points in leading the Karl Ross
Patton, 21.9 for the 220; Wells Post American Legion team to a
Deloqh, 47.9 last year in the 440; 73-55 win over the Richmond Ex
a new pole vaulter, who turned change Club.
in a mark of 13 feet six inches;
Toomay, playing for the Legion
and the unstopable pair of Sink in this tournament as are numer
and Lawrence. Sink is a 4:15 ous other Pacific hoop stars, net
miler and Lawrence runs the high ted 16 field goals and eight out
and low hurdles, and broad of 11 free throw attempts. Hjs
jumps. He placed in all three hook shot was nigh unstoppable
events in the NCAA last year.
on that Tuesday night of this
COAST KINGS
week.
The San Francisco Olymjpic
With the win, the Legion
Club will bring back such Uni
reached the quarter-finals, first
versity ex-greats as Harold Davis,
game of which was played Wed.
world record sprinter, Mush Ginight. Results of this game could
rard of Stanford mile fame, Bob
not be had in time for publica
Lehman, formerly of COP, and tion.
the mighty mite Johnny Fulton,
Hank Pfister, with 13, and Bud
who was beaten by a stride in the
Proulx, with 12, were the other
800 meters in Australia, time
high scorers for the Legion,.;
1:49.7. Also back are those heav
Proulx is probably one of the
enly duo Smith and Moore. Both
most improved ball players on
of these men have bettered 14
the. club.
feet for the pole vault.
If the Legion wins this tourna
NATIONAL STARS
ment, they will be eligible to
On the national front are such represent this district in the fin
men as the bounding Jamacian als later in the month.
Herb McKenly. McKenly ran the
440 in 46.2 against a driving rain Tuesday's box score.
Exchange Club
last season. His record was not Legion
FG FT P
FG FT P
allowed because he ran with the Pfister, f 4 5 13 Mayers, f 10 4 24
Dyhre, f
0 0 0 Myers, f
10 2
wind for the last 110 yards. The Proulx,
f
5 2 12 Tetzsch10 2 ner, c
8 2 18
fact that he ran against the same Cooke, f
Toomay,c 16 8 40 Balilio, c
0 0 0
wind for the first 220 had nothing Whitmer,f 2 0 4 Hagen, f
111
Ffranz, g
10 2 Thompto do with it.
Monoson, g
Oil

Next meeting of the Travel
Club will be held at the Tai Tung
restaurant, 135 S. El Dorado St., PREDICTIONS
We're predicting, a bad policy
Sunday at 6:00 P. M. Campus
for newspapermen, that U.S.C.
dwellers will leave the Cub House
wins the NCAA. San Jose will
at 5:30.
wind up first in the CCAA, Illi
Everyone is welcome to come. nois in the Big 10.
" F E L L A S"
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP

MILLER-HAYS CO.

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

gan, g
Levy, g
Catanesi,g

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

Orthman, g 3 1 7
Babcock, g 0 0 0

TOTALS 29 15 73 I TOTALS

23 9 55

Phonograph
• Records
OTTO SCHWILL
2301 Pacific Avenue
Phone 2-3553

Open Thurs. Evening

Plenty Hep!
You will notice the way an
Arrow shirt induces a quick
thaw in the girl friend.

Plumbing With A Smile
Serving College of the Pacific
Grant at Weber Avenue

Add a snappy Arrow tie and
matching Arrow handker
chief and, Pal, she'll be like
so much putty in your hands.

Dial 2-0229

lAJakd 7if£e/vi
SPORT SHOP
t>4 CtteJiy S/xyZT

'

7—9 p. m.

YBRY
PERFUME
and

COLOGNE

ARROW — Y O U N G

AMERICA'S FAVORITE SHIRT

praVo Z/tyc

Chas. Haas & Sons
JEWELERS

Hotel Stockton Bldg.
129 E. WEBER AVE.

TEL. 2-2297

y—ARROW-~^

425 E. Main St.
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Xoom-Stones
(Continued from Page 1)
ment of suspense and an aspect
of honesty.
Credit people like Jack Rhode
and Eddie LeBaron with a coup
de grace for the World Student
Service Fund, which was doubt
less completely forgotten during
the wild laughter and applause
but which will receive the pro
ceeds anyway.
BUT THEN, speaking of credit,
the big bulk is A1 Teichera's and
his cohorts' for mixing the gala
brew and serving it up by means
of dishes like Patty Lou Peters
and sound effects like Irv Corren's orchestra.
t;s vi;rrp
HERE'S AN item worth men
tioning because it can happen:
The young Chinese in the Metho
dist Church in Stockton last week
threw a party for the young Japa
nese of Stockton.
What's more, the thing was
eminently successful.
GIVE THE Devil his due. Mean
and despisable San Jose State
generates student spirit and stu
dent attendance at games and
things have pan-hellenic compe
tition that gets pretty bitter at
times but that still packs Spar
tan Gym and/or Spartan Stadium
for whatever the occasion may
be.
Besides, they have standing
committees for propagandizing
and agitating the local and na
tional press and for publicizing
any newsworthy event (big or
small) which happens on the cam
pus or to any of the denizens
of the campus.
OLD AGE creeps up on some,
sweeps away some, and avoids
others like the plague. It's creep
ing up on Earl Dahl (Pacific '39)
who was here this week from
Centerville; it has swept away
Dennis O'Connor, former Jayseeer who has settled in Stockton;
but it avoids Hal Kniveton, rosycheeked, farming '38-er, like the
plague.
Kniveton shows up on campus
now and again but is repeatedly
embarrassed at the ministrations
of some bobbysoxed be-perfumed
female who mistakes him for an
entering frosh.
BUT IN Spain they say: "Sisi!"

Placem't Bureau
Place to Go to
Find a Job
Have you ever wished you had
what it takes to apply for a
job or even to find one to apply
for? Then Reuel L. Fick or Miss
Margaret Barth is the person
you've been needing. Mr. Fick is
director of part-time student
placement for SJC and COP stud
ents and work experience and
full-time placement for JC grad
uates, and Miss Barth handles
full-time career placement for
COP graduates.
These two bureaus constantly
work together for the benefit of
all students interested. Accord
ing to Mr. Fick, the JC bureau
can in most cases find work,
either on or off campus, for stud
ents with skill or muscle. He
emphasizes the fact that there is
not a man-power shortage any
more and if no ability is present,
the student must be willing to do
labor. There are many jobs on
campus which are filled by stud
ents during their free periods.
The bookstore, cub-house, cafe
teria, library, science labs, gar
bage dept., gardeners, and offices
hire student help whenever possi
ble.

A.W . S.
AWS Nomination Week is
March 5th through March 12th.
Nominations for Officers of
the Fall semester will be made.
Nominate the girl you feel cap
able of leading in women's
campus activities by obtaining
a nomination blank from the
Dean's Office. These blanks
are to be handed in during
nomination week. Presenta
tion of the candidates will Be
held on March 20th in Assem
bly and election of Officers
will follow.

rtttf
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ANSW ER

(Continued from page 3)
question going around all night
concerning Fred(ricka) and the
answer w^s—socks! I happened
to run into a character there who
said he was Dick Tracy and was
on the trail of Influence ... he
might have been but to me he
looked like he was under.
It sure seemed funny not to
hear or see (who could see) the
band of Irv. Corren. ... He
seems like a fixture around the
CC . . .
Nothing new around school the
last week except some Joe parked
his car the way it should be
partted—and got it wrecked . . .
well this is fini (French) for
this week. . . .

Frosh Class Booms
With Calico Capers

"All That Glitters"
To Benefit Union

Several specialty acts plus the
danceable music of Art Nielsen
and his band promise to make the
"Calico Capers" dance in the col
lege gym on March 14th a great
success.
The popular entertainers, the

Produced by Hugh Milligan and
Louis Costanza, former JC stud
ents, a musical extravaganza will
be staged for the benefit of the
Student Union Fund in Stockton
High School Auditorium March
27, 28 and 29.
Entitled "All That Glitters", the
extravaganza will feature four
lavishly decorated sets with Irv
Corren's band furnishing the
music.

RADIO
(Contined from Page 3)
that's preposterous ... or is it?
Gaylord's gonna' be unhappy.
Now that the radio studio can
return to its normal state of
chaos, we discover that as soon
as the building is completed
KCVN, College of the Pacific's
frequency modulation station is
ANN SLAUGHTER
ready to hit the air. . . . Which
will be none too soon, as I spotted Corra Brothers, will be featured
in my wanderings, a couple of al j at intermission time. They re
bums filed in the bathtub. This cently played at the Golden Gate
follows the strict station policy Theatre in San Francisco where
of "keep it clean."
their accordion stylings were a
If things go well, that fine tremendous success. The Corra
band of Stan Kenton's will be brothers have appeared in over
aired tonight on KAEO as anoth 500 USO shows and were heard
er special feature of your campus regularly on the Mutual Don Lee
station, so keep your dial tuned Network. Art Nielsen and his
orchestra, 'featured weekly at the
to 660.
Some one suggested calling Officer's Club, will play for danc
Thor's "Fashions in Rhythm" ing.
show on Wednesday evenings, to
Soft lights and a barn-yard
"Chapel Hours at Thors" . . . motif will create a merry atmos
where DID they get that idea?
phere for the dance sponsored by
Kind of interesting to know the Freshmen class. There'll
what is going on in those Ex- be bales of hay to sit on with a
committee meetings ... if only for scarecrow watching over the pro
a "careful half hour"—on KAEO ceedings. Guys and gals can real
on Monday nights if you haven't ly go informal wearing leyis,
heard.
plaid shirts, and calico and gingA new show that shows prom
' ham dresses.
ise of being interesting is "Ex
This is the first of two dances
perimental Theater," a series of
to
be given by the Freshmen class
15 minute dramas

CAST
The cast will consist of many
local artists. Talent from the
college will consist of Thyra June
Jeffery, Beverly Billups, and Bernice Meyers in the dancing de
partment, with George Tomajan
and Ralph Guild furnishing the
laughs.
Expectations are that the house
will be sold out for the Thursday
night performance with many
students seeing the show before
leaving for the Spring Vacation.

News Brief
Bruce Feist, last year's Fresh
men Class President, member of
Archania and popular campus
student is studying at the Uni
versity of Stockholm in Sweden.
Taking many special courses and
also language, Bruce writes cam
pus friends that his new experi
ence is like a dream come true.
Friends who would like to write
Bruce may address his letters,
Jungfrugaten 23, c/o Falkenberg,
Stockholm.

College Cleaners
We give Quality
Plus Service

Triendly

FOUR-DAY SERVICE
2314 Pacific Ave.
PHONE 2-7774

«« u S r«? o»r
"Saddle-Boys" take the
style of his shoes to put
himatyourfeet. Ofcourse

S E R V I N G P A C I F I C

TED'S

they're by Friendly!

MEAT MARKET
434 E. WEBER

DIAL 8-8628

YOLLAND ICE & FUEL CO.
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
V-

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton

— THE PLACE TO GO —

2328 PACIFIC AVE.
DOUGHNUTS TO ORDER FOR PARTIES

Phone 2-9302

102 E. MAIN
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WHAT'S HIP

EDITORIAL
WHY NOT
Consider holding the Thursday Night PSA Dances again?
Students back in school who were here before the war
haYe been repeatedly asking that question during the year.
They remember when the dances were a successful weekly
affair held from 7-8 p. m. The time allowed students some
relaxation before settling down to studies and the dance
was over in sufficient time so as not to interfere with House
Meetings.
Basketball season is over and the dances, if reinstated,
would- not interfere with the Gym.
Is there any reason why these dances should not be a
part of the regular campus activities once more?
The PSA Executive Committee would do well to give this
question serious consideration.

VETS INSURANCE

By CHUCK ORR

Recent events throughout the
nation, in Stockton, and especial
ly on campus set us speculating
the other day on this thing we
call democratic government.
Government in a democracy is
supposed to be representative of
the will of the majority. I say
supposed to be; it seldom is in
practice.
POWER POLITICS

T h e National Government
(Congress) is elected by the ma
jority will of the people but all
too often that is as far as the
will of the majority goes. Once
the representatives are elected,
the legislation they sponsor is
pushed by small powerful pres
sure interests whose only desire
is to see some small segment of
the population benefited. The cur
rent battle smearing the appoint
ment of Lillienthal to the chair
manship of the Atomic Control
Committee is an example.
Rather than allow the appoint
ment of a man who will respect
the good of the country before
that of private interests, the
power trusts have conspired to
smear him so he will not be con
firmed. They would prefer to
have a man who is more favor
able to private control of atomic
energy for commercial reasons.

All of you Stan Kenton fans
will have a big time tonight when
you can go to see Stanley in per
son at the Civic. It's been a year
since Stan's been in town, and
in that time, he has advanced
from a coming band to "the band
of the land." Along with Kenton
will be his ork (of course), which
features such side men as Kai
Winding, Vito Musso and Sunny
Childers. Vocals are very ably
handled by June Christy (top
chirper in the biz) and the "pas
tels" (Stan's new vocal group).
The band has been knocking off
some great records of late and
the boys should be in rare form
for this job. Don't miss it to
night, gang; it should really be
great.
SOME HAVE—SOME HAVEN'T

By MORTARo-rtj
"Snootie Little Cutie" B

Arranged by west coast nbrr
Tommy Todd, this is more tigkjf
played, precise Dorsey music
a screaming trumpet chorus th "
somehow makes all its points
keeps to a phrase. Sounds in!
Charlie Shavers. The endi/
trombone riff certainly comes g
a volume contrast. "Cutie" is
re-issue with Frank Sinatra and
Connie Haines of about five years
ago. Vocals with the Pied Pip^
help make things move right
along. (Victor 20-2116)
TEDDY WILSON
"I Want to Be Happy" b
"Don't Worry About Me" A-

Beautiful singing by Sarah
Vaughn, not unrelated to the ex
cellent backing by Teddy's date
group, is most impressive in Ted
dy's piano and Buck Clayton's
trumpet forays. Reverse is good
jam stuff by Teddy, Don Byas
and one S. Browne on clarinet,
with the brief attempts at ensem
ble figures just successful enough
to give the record a finish and
the solos background structure.
(Musicraft 421)

I guess by the time this column
comes to print, this will be old
stuff, but I've just got the word
that Eddie Fitzpatrick's orchestra
has been signed to cut the Mardi
Gras here at Pacific this year.
Those of you who haven't heard
of the band should know that
Eddie has quite a good name for
himself down around San Fran
cisco. The band has had long
and successful engagements at FRANK SINATRA
"Soiloquy" (2 sides) B+
the big hotels in the city. For
The Voice sings more dramatic
the last year or so, the band has
been on the road and now they ally than usual on the twelvehave finally returned to Califor inch double-side "Soliloquy", from
nia. Eddie and the boys recently "Carousel." This is a very mov
played for a dance at Stanford ing opus on the subject of expect
and the reports from the farm ant fatherhood, with Frank
sounding more relaxed and con
were very good.
Now, let's move on to some of vincing on the softer passages,
HERE TOO
those about a possible girl.
COP's campus also has its own the latest waxings.
KEY: A excellent, B good, C
pressure groups. They are well TOMMY DORSEY
fair, D poor.
"Tom Foolery" B+
known, everyone on campus
knows that they exist and what
Carroll R. Doty, Editor-in-Chief
Miriam Martell, Business Manager
they do.
Nanci Rinehart, Chair, of Publications
Dr. A. E. Woodall, Faculty Advisor
However, there is one pressure
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student Asso
ciation. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office, Stock group here that is not so well
ton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
known which has caused a drastic
Bob Ailing
Associate Editor change to come about on the
Charles Orr.....
Copy Editor
By MARIAN JACOBS
Frank Jeans
i
i
Sports Editor campus. This group, composed of
r U
7
J? i11 u1
•
News Editor members of the JC section of the
Helen HowardL
Feature Editor
If the success of the recent
Nanci Rinehart
—
Society Editor student body, were for the most
Marcia Lou Brown
Fashion Editor
"sneak preview" of "Wild Har
\fn H"8hes
;
-—
Librarian part on the Junior College foot
Byron Meyer
Exchange Editor ball team last semester. They vest" is any indication, Janet
John Benty
Cartoonist
Leigh, Hollywood's "Cinderella
Harpy Hammer
. ..Ass't Bus. Mgr. were dissatisfied with the equip
Photographers..
girl," is in for a bright future as
..Pardis & Windmiller
ment with which they played
Reporters: Dorothy Eaton, Jack Toomay, Betty Tait, Len Hughes, Marion
an actress.
Brimm, Jackie Case, Marilyn Nelson, Sones, Gene Mortarotti, Byron Meyer, Bob during the season. They were also
Huth, Bernice Golden, Roy Linden, Lee Brooks, A1 Levy, Carroil Bravo.
Formerly Jeanette Morrison
displeased with the way the ath
Reames, a COP student, the
letic program had been run.
bothering to check up young starlet has been acclaimed
PACIFIC VICTORY onWithout
all of the facts concerning the one of the screen's most promis
ing actresses after the ability ]
He ate his lunch
GETS RUPTURED situation, they complained to the shown
in her first movie, which,
Stockton Board of Education,
And looked to see
DUCK-AT LAST
placing the blame for the entire i n c i d e n t a l l y h a s h e r i n a co-star- j
Oh where, oh where
ring role opposite Van Johnson,
Could the trash cans be?
College of the Pacific, long condition upon the PSA.
idol
of the bobby-soxers. As a re
noted for figurative launchings , HELL HATH NO FURY LIKE
The Club House was scanned
of young men and women, played I ^be Board of Education, also sult of her work in the picture,
Around the Ad. Building, too
a significant part in World War without bothering to check fully to be released within three
Where to put the bag
II by an actual launching—the int0 the facts decided that the months, she was considered for
He wonders what to do.
PACIFIC VICTORY, June 28, ;Junior College Students, as a the role of Jenny, in Sinclair
whole, were not receiving fair Lewis' best seller, "Cass Timber1945.
So he carried it around
This week President Burns re- treatment, either from the PSA lane."
And gazed down the halls,
Of the much sought after role, MGM find Janet Leigh, soon to
ceived
a letter from H. Harris ! or from College of the Pacific.
There were two long halls
a result of this decision, which is yet to be cast, Janet ex
Robson, vice-president , of the j
be seen with Van Johnson i"
But no trash can stalls.
United Fruit Company, New York members of the Board set up a claimed in a recent letter, "every "Wild Harvest." Miss Leigh has
Oh well, he thought,
detailing the career of the seven- ^uror over the matter and de- one, me too, decided that I looked been invited to attend the coining
I'll rid this trash yet
thousand-ton cargo and passenger manded that the PSA do some- too young."
Mardi Gras.
For surely in my next class
vessel.
j thing about it!
Janet, and her husband, Stan
There will be a basket.
STILL DOUBT
Reames, formerly of COP, are
CAREER DFTAIT FT)
LED
| The matter still is not settled. living in an apartment in Santa
T
Red Cross Drive
He. walked in his class
year
f
S6rViCe
? T
ou
°
" will come to a head in a few Monica. At 6:30 p. m. when her
Pacific's Campus Red Cross
But what greeted him t here?
, Under the War ShlPPlng Admini- j weeks wh
Dr0nosed amendUnit will conduct a Fund
*he Searcl?ed with vigor, station
PACIFIC VICTORY 1 ment t0 the co sti ution of the work is completed at the studio,
Still the floor was bare.
during the week of March
achieved a record of 45,048 nauti- PSA is submitted t0 the Student she hops the jam-packed bus and
to March 17.
cal
miles Under the command of Body for ratification or rejection. heads for her home. Little do peo
Still clutching the bag,
ple surrounding her realize that
Voluntary contributions will
He took his notes,
ap am ars s ervold, a regu- j instances such as these occur
in
a
short
time,
they
will
see
her
United Fruit Company masbe
collected at the Bond Boot i
day in and day out They are
And wherever he went,
on the screen, playing opposite
ter,
she
visited
the
Philippine
i
n
t
h e M a i n H a l l of t h e A d m i n
His old lunch bag he totes.
constantly cropping up in the the "boy next door," Johnson.
Islands,,- Okinawa, Hawaii, Chile. newspaper reports.
istration Building.
He searched and searched,
Just recently, she was inter
Funds collected will help 0
BURNS WITNESS
Curious, isn't it, how a mi viewed by Collier's and Pic Maga
Till in a trash'can it did fall,
maintain services the CarnPus
Mr. Burns witnessed the tradi nority can effect the work of a zine with items also appearing
For he found what he searched
Unit has performed during t i e
tional prow drenching at Termi majority in this democracy of in popular screen magazines con
for
past semester. Chapel services,
nal Island in 1945 with alumni ours?
Behind the mess hall.
stantly. Last Christmas Eve, she
entertainment groups, and nu
from the Los Angeles Chapter.
appeared on the Cresta BlancaHow can we stop
tritional courses have bee
He was present to dedicate the
PACIFIC VICTORY arrived at CBS show in a play written espe
This campus mess?
sponsored, as well as w°
ship's library, subscribed and Baltimore, Maryland May 20, cially for her, and starring such
A few trash cans,
with veterans at Liverm01 L
donated by members of our stu 1946 to discharge passengers and personalities as Joseph Cotten,
Would be my guess.
Hospital and Camp Stoneim"1,
dent body and faculty.
undergo voyage repairs.
Gregory Peck, and John Garfield.

Approximately 1,000,000 veterans of World War II
in California, Arizona, Nevada and Hawaii who have allowed
their National Service Life Insurance term policies to lapse
have until August 1 to reinstate them by payment of only
two monthly premiums, provided they are in as good health
as they were at the time of lapse, Col. Thomas J. Cross, VA
Chief, San Francisco, reported today.
Legislation further liberalizing the National Service
Life Insurance Act was signed by President Truman today.
The new law gave General Omar N. Bradley, Administrator
of Veteran Affairs, authority to determine conditions of re
instatement by administrative regulation.
General Bradley immediately announced that the liberal
reinstatement policies will remain in effect until August 1.
Previously, a deadline of February 1 had been set for such
reinstatements on a comparative health basis.
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Things are Looking Up for
Former Pacificite, Janet Leigh

Trim the White
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